"You're A Good Man Charlie Brown"

a musical based on the comic strip "Peanuts"

Produced by special arrangement with TAMS-WITMARK MUSIC LIBRARY, Inc.

CAST

Linus ——— Noah Edney
Charlie Brown ——— Rod Wolfe
Patty ——— Lorena M. Davis
Schroeder ——— Michael Hartwell
Lucy ——— Pamela Caprice de Jong
Snoopy ——— Paul Totten

Crew

Choreographer: Holly Holsinger
Light Design: Greg Despopoulos
Costumes: Kathy Rundquist
Tech. Director: Jane Hoene
Stage Manager: Louann Blome
Rehearsal Asst.: Am de Veuve
Props

Musicians

Piano ——— Leslie Shankweiler
Bass ——— Holly Hollenbeck
Percussion ——— Gordon Rencher
Percussion ——— Robert Gabica
Rehearsal ——— Karen Klien
Pianist

There will be a 10 min. intermission

Crew

Box Office: Maria Lewis
Business Manager: Charles Lauterbach
Electrician: Kevin Neitzel
Make Up: Paula Walton

Special Thanks

Jerry Vevig, Boise Schools
BSU Music Dept.
Morrison Center Staff and management

Programs: Sandy Cavanaugh